PROPERTY

Beautifully

BOLD

A NEW BUILD THAT REDEFINES MODERN ELEGANCE

MARAIS 4 ARCHITECTS 087 942 2647
Marais 4 Architects is a family-run business that has been built as a
dynamic architectural firm over the past 30 years. With a strong team,
Marais 4 Architects specialises in high-end residential properties, focusing
on clients’ dreams, needs and budgets to create a unique design. Called
on by these home owners to create a fresh design with contemporary
undertones, Marais 4 Architects pushed the envelope of the outdated
Tuscan style guidelines resulting in a beautiful contemporary abode.
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LIVING FRAMELESS 016 100 4577

PURPLE LIZARD LANDSCAPES 072 475 6003
ABOVE: Since 2006 Purple Lizard Landscapes has been transforming landscapes, from selecting
indigenous water-wise flora to designing the aesthetic of residential gardens, which includes
decking, paving and installing koi ponds. For this home, Purple Lizard Landscapes was responsible for
materialising these home owners’ landscape dreams, creating beautiful and serene exterior spaces.

ABOVE: Taking frameless glass solutions to new heights, Living
Frameless specialises in all frameless glass from manufacturing
to installation of showers, balustrades, stacking doors, partitions
and mirrors, complying with SABS regulations at all times. A
South African Glass and Glazing Association (SAGGA)-registered
company, Living Frameless installed frameless side-mount
balustrades (using solid 304 stainless steel fittings) for the
designer staircase leading to the landings and installed the
recessed balustrades. All the frameless glass installed was 12mm
toughened safety glass.

“My home is my small
world.” – the home owner

SPLENDID POOLS 082 457 2197

LEFT: Based in
Gauteng, Splendid
Pools lives up to its
name, producing
exquisite pools for
residential living.
These home owners
wanted a seamless
flow from the patio
onto their feature
pool, and this was
effectively achieved
by Splendid Pools.
Portland Grey
Marblite was used
for the interior,
which was paired
with charcoal grey
glass mosaics.

M

‘‘

y home is my small world,” says the
owner of this striking contemporary
home. “I love that it is big, beautiful,
comfortable and – most importantly
– homely. It’s where my family and
I get to do so many different activities, building
memories while feeling secure.”
In an estate situated between Johannesburg and
Pretoria, this Highveld home boasts captivating views
of the beautiful landscapes that surround it.
Complementing this beauty, the architecture and
interior of the home are refreshingly contemporary,
while exuding a welcoming ambience.
Entrusting an interior designer to assist in achieving
this, the owner shares on the process: “The first
thing I looked at was the colour palette; it’s noticed
first when walking into a home and it evokes an

>
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“I opted for a contemporary style
to enhance the beauty of the
interiors.” – the home owner

BELOW: Dining rooms are where families and friends gather to share a meal
and spend time together. Seen from the entrance of the house, this space is
open-plan with the kitchen and the living room, so it was imperative that it made
a statement. Wood and fabric were used in a beautiful combination to make
this space feel comfortable as well as elegant. By using a variety of textures and
materials, this dining room can be used for informal and formal gatherings.
BLU_LINE 0860 548 464
A-Z DESIGN BOUTIQUE 079 872 4095
ABOVE: Focusing on kitchen architecture, blu_line’s vision is
to look at the kitchen differently, where the kitchen is seen
as modern furniture, anchoring the architectural interior
while serving the functional demands of the modern home.
In keeping, blu_line focused on designing this kitchen to be
seamlessly integrated with the rest of the interior. The softer
tones and sleek detailing were considered to bring about
a modern masterpiece, while subtle textures enhance the
aesthetic appeal of the space while grounding it architecturally.

emotion too. For the ceiling, walls, doors and furniture,
I preferred neutral colours with touches of white, grey
and gold, as well as modern rugs. I also liked the idea
of having wallpaper in the formal lounge and master
bedroom to bring a different look in comparison to
the rest of the house. Things like space, light, pattern
and texture were also taken into consideration when
creating an aesthetically pleasing interior. For the
lights, couches, dining table, décor accessories and
wall pictures etc., I opted for a contemporary style to
enhance the beauty of the interiors.”
The owner is most in love with her kitchen and her
master bedroom. “I enjoy being in my kitchen every
day, preparing our favourite dishes. The kitchen has an
authentic look and feel, which makes me so happy!
I also love our master bedroom; it’s huge – from the
bedroom to the dresser and the bathroom. I adore the
Versace tiles in my bathroom – I call it the ‘Versace
bathroom’,” she says.

>
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A-Z DESIGN BOUTIQUE 079 872 4095
ABOVE: A-Z Design Boutique thoroughly enjoyed designing this pyjama lounge. The goal
was to ensure it was extra warm and welcoming, as the family would spend of a lot of their
evenings here. Soft fabrics on the sofa and chairs with added pops of yellow and emerald
create a luxurious yet comfortable ambience.
BELOW: For this grand home theatre, A-Z Design Boutique used large square furniture
pieces in a luxe leather and to acquire a contrast, the team designed sound-bearing wall
panels and added a zigzag panel for interest. The room is dark and dramatic, creating that
cinema experience, but features soft fabrics for comfort.
A-Z DESIGN BOUTIQUE 079 872 4095

“Some of my favourite
details in my house are
things that weren’t even
planned in the beginning.”
– the home owner

Having learnt a lot from building their home,
the owner advises: “It’s important to remember
that things will always look worse before they
get better. A lot of times I would be so worried
about how something initially looked and if I had
just waited a few weeks I would have saved
myself from a lot of stress. In the end everything
looks so much better when it’s completed. Also,
building a house involves many people and a
lot of changing and moving parts. Some of my
favourite details in my house are things that
weren’t even planned in the beginning.”

>
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CONTACTS:
A-Z DESIGN BOUTIQUE – high-end luxury interior design

079 872 4095, lara@a-zdesignboutique.com, @azinteriors (Instagram)
BLU_LINE – kitchen specialist

BELOW: Situated in the décor district of Kramerville, Sandton, Curtain
Drops specialises in curtains, Blind Designs blinds, shutters, soft
furnishings and upholstery. For this home, Blind Designs blockout roller
blinds were installed as well as sheer and lined wave curtains for privacy,
complementing the aesthetic of the interior.

0860 548 464, info@blu-line.co.za, www.blu-line.co.za
CORICRAFT – décor accessories
011 611 8700, info@coricraft.co.za, www.coricraft.co.za
CURTAIN DROPS – curtains, blinds and upholstery
083 601 4723, 083 604 0292, 083 267 6940
HANDLES INC – handles, locks and accessories
011 262 2499, 021 422 2322, www.handlesinc.co.za
LIVING FRAMELESS – frameless glass manufacturing
and installations
016 100 4577, www.livingframeless.co.za
MARAIS 4 ARCHITECTS – bespoke architectural design
087 942 2647, info@marais4.co.za, marais4.co.za
PURPLE LIZARD LANDSCAPES – landscaping and water-wise design
072 475 6003, qebotha@gmail.com
SPLENDID POOLS – swimming pools installation
082 457 2197, swim@splendidpools.co.za,
www.splendidpools.co.za

RIGHT: A specialist retailer in ironmongery, Handles Inc has a wide
range of exclusive handles, door controls and mechanisms as well as
bathroom accessories, window fittings and home-related hardware.
In this contemporary home, the square-shaped handles with a satin
nickel finish were selected to complement the look and feel.
BELOW: A guest suite is always a good challenge as it needs to
appeal to all visitors, making them feel comfortable. A-Z Design
Boutique used beautiful textures and fabrics to make this space
neutral and natural. The room feels like the ultimate hotel room
with an en-suite bathroom, which features tiles in timeless marble
printed Spanish porcelain. Home owners are often nervous to use
black as it gives a very masculine feel, but approaching it with the
perfect palette can make it feel luxurious and sophisticated.
HANDLES INC 011 262 2499
A-Z DESIGN BOUTIQUE 079 872 4095

CURTAIN DROPS 083 601 4723
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